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Introduction
This report compiles the work delivered by a group of seven undergraduate and postgraduate
students from King’s College London (KCL) during a crisis simulation event curated by the
King’s Think Tank’s (KTT) Defence & Diplomacy Policy Centre, in collaboration with the
KCL Geopolitical Risk Society on 9th March 2022. Participants were presented with the
following fictional crisis scenario and asked to produce a policy brief encapsulating the national
interests of the Australian Government as a whole and those of their respective Departments.
Please note that the views expressed in this paper are solely the authors' – within a fictional
framework – and do not engage the Societies.
The KTT is the largest student-led policy institute in Europe. Created in
the wake of the 2010 student protests, it acts as a means of empowering
change through student activism without resorting to civil disorder. The
society aims to provide a platform for students to engage with the world of
policy, notably through its annual journal, The Spectrum.
KCL Geopolitical Risk Society is the only student society dedicated solely
to intelligence and political, security, environmental and financial risk at
King’s College London and is one of the only societies of its type in the
United Kingdom (UK). The society aims to uncover how political and
security risks affect business, non-governmental organisations, investors
and society at large.

Crisis scenario
The South China Sea is one of the most important naval passageways for today's global trade.
At the same time, it is also the arena of some of the most hotly fought over territorial disputes
in the world. Although the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) was
concluded in 1992 to resolve these issues by creating a legal framework that awards coastal
nations sole exploitation rights over marine resources within a 200 nautical mile area, countries
in the region employ different interpretations of the text to extend their state's territorial rights.
In this vein, China and the Philippines are in an ongoing conflict over who has the legitimate
claim to the Spratly Islands, Paracel Islands, and Scarborough Shoal. In fact, Taiwan, Vietnam,
the Philippines, China, and Malaysia all claim a legal right to parts of the Spratly Islands' 60
geographic features. Among all the claimants, China makes the most ambitious demands based
on a nine or ten ‘dash-line’ map published under the Kuomintang government in 1947. While
Australia makes no claims to the South China Sea, the region is of vital importance to the
country both economically and geopolitically. Because of this, Australia has conducted airborne
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surveillance operations over the area since 1980 and frequently makes naval presence patrols,
exercises and port calls.
Recently, multiple developments have heightened Australia's attention to and concern for the
region. Firstly, as the United States' (US) primary partner in the area, Australia is coming under
increasing pressure to act more decisively in the region as China continues growing its influence
in the area. Beyond supporting the US, Australia is also motivated by its souring relationship
with China. Pre-existing trade tensions and Chinese sanctions have only worsened with the
announcement of AUKUS and Australia's condemnation of China's human rights abuses.
Further exacerbating matters, private security firms in Australia are reporting that Chinese
cyber militias have defaced several Australian government websites along with an increased
volume of malicious cyberactivity such as ransomware and Distributed Denial-of-Service
(DDoS) attacks. This context must be kept in mind when considering the precarious situation
at hand. The Australian government has had reports that an Australian cargo ship navigating
from Darwin to Hong Kong has been intercepted by Chinese fishing boats loosely affiliated
with the Chinese maritime militia as it approaches the territorial waters of the Spratly Islands.
While the fishing boats have not yet associated themselves with the Chinese government, such
vessels are trained and supplied by the People's Liberation Army (PLA) and have been used as
part of China's "grey zone" strategy to obstruct foreign vessels and operations in areas China
claims for itself.
To determine the next steps in this highly contentious and volatile situation, the Australian
Prime Minister calls on his Department of Defence, Department of Trade and secret services to
assess the situation and advise on future steps.

Australian Secret Intelligence Service
Noel Ang, Jack Hodges and Eduardo Izycki

To: PM Scott Morrison
From: Australian Secret Intelligence Service (ASIS)
RE: Recommendation for responding to the increasing Chinese aggression in the South China
Sea
Date: 09/03/22
Issue: Strategic options to respond to China detainment of an Australian vessel which forms
part of a broader pattern of threats to Australian interests at the South China Sea.
Interests: Vital: Ensure freedom of navigation at the South China Sea; Protection of Australian
Citizens; Upholding a rules-based order with like-minded countries. | Extremely Important:
Prevent China obtaining a hegemonic military presence at the South China Sea; Maintain
Australian resilience to cyber-attacks | Very Important: Promote international law to manage
UNCLOS at the South China Sea | Important: Preventing piracy at the South China Sea.
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Strategic analysis
China is increasingly aggressive in the South China Sea and in cyberspace. Responsibility for
the most recent taking of hostages by Chinese maritime militia can be attributed to the Chinese
State. This ‘grey zone’ attack is part of a broader pattern of sub-military actions in the South
China Sea by Beijing in an attempt to change facts on the ground without triggering an
international response. Hiding behind plausible deniability is the modus operandi of the CCP
when deploying this tactic. As such, care must be taken to publicly attribute this attack to them
and measure our response carefully so as to not be perceived as bellicose by the international
community. The illegal detention of an Australian vessel was accompanied by cyber attacks
against Australian government websites. Though primarily low-level defacement, this
represents a violation of Australian sovereignty and is a clearly hostile move. Again attribution
remains a difficulty, with the government as of now unable to publicly declare Chinese
responsibility, though the private sector has already done this. To counter this, strong attribution
to China must be ensured before any retributional moves are made. Such a dual escalation in
both the maritime and cyber domains by Beijing is what multilateral frameworks like the Quad
and AUKUS were to deter and prevent. Their failure to do so in this instance is a signal that
greater Australian involvement in the region may be needed in order to prevent such an
eventuality reoccurring.

Short-term action
As detailed in the Strategic analysis, immediately ensuring the safety of Australian citizens
must be the first priority. On this front, this organisation will support both the Foreign Office
and DoD with intelligence when required. However, in parallel to this, our intelligence linking
the CCP to both the hostage taking and the cyber-attack must be made public. This is doubly
strategically beneficial. First, it denies Beijing its distance between the hostage taking and itself
that they seek. It also forces them to publicly renounce or claim the situation as theirs. If they
denounce it, the DoD will be able to deal with the matter as a constabulary affair, reducing the
risk of an international incident significantly. If they claim it, they lose significant international
face, weaken their ability to deploy ‘grey zone’ tactics in the future, and give pretext for the
Australian government to legitimately respond with a range of policy options. Once this
incident itself is resolved, the attention of the service will turn to enacting a policy to respond
to the broader pattern of Chinese aggression into which this most recent incident is only one of
many.

Strategic options
Operation: Free Seas
Enact Freedom of Navigation Operations (FoN): with our AUKUS and Quad partners, Australia
should expand our monitoring-surveillance and intelligence gathering on the Chinese actions
in the South China Sea. Furthermore, conduct a multilateral FoN operation though the same
route through the Spratly Islands the detained vessel took.
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Pro:


Reduces China’s ability to engage in covert action in the South China Sea.



Strengthen our operational capabilities and interoperability with our allies.



Deter Chinese aggressive actions (similar to Ukraine’s resistance against Russia).

Con:


China might misinterpret these actions as offensive.



South China Sea militarisation.



Diplomatic and economic fallout.

Operation: I Sea You
Intelligence sharing with Southeast Asian nations: coordinate with our regional partners to share
intelligence on Chinese maritime actions. This should also include intense capacity building in
cyberspace so that our partners can defend themselves and provide support in an eventual cyber
escalation.
Pro:


Coordinate actions with our regional partners.



Cost distribution among different players to contain China.



Reduces the risk of targeted Chinese economic sanctions.



Raises the cost for a Chinese aggressive response.

Con:


Increase of information leakage (choosing carefully our allies).



South China Sea militarisation.



Diplomatic and economic fallout.



No domestic response (information is kept classified).

Operation Cyber Counterattack Plan (CCP)
Offensive cyber operations: in order to respond to the cyber-attacks, we suggest engaging in titfor-tat cyber operations. This should include DDoS actions against the Chinese Maritime
Militia and their lines of communications with the central Chinese state. Web defacing assets
such as Global Times with the use of Winne the Pooh image in order to publicly humiliate the
CCP leadership would also be conducted.
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Pro:


Strong and direct response to Chinese aggression.



Domestic response should be positive.



Overtly damages the Chinese leadership.



Reduces (temporarily) the Chinese Maritime militia capability.

Con:


China can escalate even further in cyberspace.



South China Sea militarisation.



Diplomatic and economic fallout.

Recommendation
Option 2: Operation: I Sea You, intelligence sharing with Southeast Asian nations. This policy
creates a new regional intelligence sharing posture among trusted counties in the region. This
acts as a strong deterrence for any future Chinese aggression and distributes the costs of
standing up to China amongst partner nations. Furthermore, it signals out intent to form closer
partnership with these coastal states, marking the start of a fruitful relationship in the face of a
common challenge. Finally, this policy is not overly aggressive and leaves plenty of room for
escalation beyond this if the situation requires it. This may be into the direction of any of the
other policies outlined or something else entirely.

Implementation
1. Identify trusted nations amongst the Southeast Asian coastal states.
2. Arrange a meeting with trusted nations and our AUKUS/Quad allies in order to propose
the information sharing platform and framework.
3. Within this meeting and subsequent ones, the scope of monitoring and implementation
of the platform will be ironed out.
4. Following this, the operational workload will be divided amongst the participant states
and a response framework constructed to keep all member states aligned and prepared
for any eventuality.
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Department of Defence
Tillmann Osici and Gabriel Pontin

To: PM Scott Morrison
From: Australian Department of Defence (DoD)
RE: Recommendation for Operation Three Musketeers
Date: 09/03/22
Issue: Chinese naval militia’s capture of a cargo ship and potential wider ramifications in the
ramping up of China’s aggression in the South China Sea and the consequences of that on the
whole Asia-Pacific region.
Interests: Vital: Ensure security of Australian trade routes, Safety of Australian cargo ship
crew, preserve freedom of navigation, Extremely Important: Prevent China from becoming
regional hegemon Important: Maintain 1994 treaty obligations, Increase cooperation with
AUKUS.

Strategic analysis
The escalation of Chinese territorial claims in the South China Sea is a provocation and a
warning to every free-trading nation in the region, the right to freedom of navigation is under
serious threat as a naval militia illegally detains an Australian cargo crew. China has
consistently become more and more adventurous in its military manoeuvres and has become
increasingly aggressive in its posture to the outside world. In its quest to become a
regional/world hegemon this pattern is likely to continue. The DoD’s position is that this act of
aggression is so severe in its suggestion that China maintains sovereignty over the South China
Sea that some military action is necessary to communicate to Beijing that acts such as these
will not be tolerated and will be reacted to. Australia should not seek to escalate the situation
beyond its means and maintain the view that antagonising China is not a logical or sustainable
goal in this case due to its military might (to which this department is acutely aware). However,
the fact that this escalation of the situation has occurred not directly at the hands of the Chinese
government but from a naval militia of fishing boats provides us an opportunity to use force to
achieve our immediate goals and the threat of defensive force for our long-term ones.
1. China is too strong to fight directly, either in a small or large conflict and any clash of
forces is likely to spiral out of control. Also, there may be a guarantee with the United
States to maintain their position as Australia’s guarantor (as Obama restated in a speech
to the Australian parliament in 2011) and that Australian soil (in foreign policy terms)
is given the same priority as American soil. But just as we’ve seen in Ukraine, the United
States is not willing to live up to treaty obligations on the issue of border recognitions
if doing so would mean war with another major power, we should presume that our only
reliable allies are those in our region and thus also under existential threat from Chinese
aggression.
2. China has consistently taken action to attempt to enforce its illegal claim of sovereignty
over the South China Sea, particularly in the building of the Spratly islands. It is in
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Australia’s interest to keep the seaway open as well as in the interests of every other
country in East Asia and major trading powers across the world.

Short-term action
 Mobilise warships to facilitate negotiated release of the detained vessel, demonstrate
resolve to secure Australia's regional freedom of navigation and its commitment to
freedom of navigation and deter further threats to maritime security and/or escalatory
measures.
 Call allies (AUKUS and ASEAN) to assist with naval action to demonstrate joint
commitment to freedom of navigation and general regional maritime security, stress
importance of proportionate yet decisive response.
 Call together key officials to go over potential scenarios and contingencies. Establish
responses to escalation and assess risks of military action to ensure the safe return of the
vessel and its crew.
 Maintain communications with regional navies/forces including the PLAN, to ensure
deliberate signalling of Australia's military intent and avoid the perception of
unexpected unilateral escalation.

Strategic options
Operation Three Musketeers
Future naval exercises with named countries in the region plus having international naval
escorts in the regions for trade ships


Future acts of piracy/disruptions would destabilise trade which would highly impact
Australia, too, as nearly 30% of Australia's trade is with China and a 5% drop in China’s
GDP means a 2.5% drop in Australia’s.



A show of force to deter future acts of aggression should be organised by not just
Australia but our partners in the region, as safe trade routes are in all our interests.



This show of force can take the form of naval exercises with our partners. This should
be coupled with trade escorts to protect international trade for maximum effectiveness.
Due to high tensions in the area escorts should be kept up for the foreseeable future but
should be reduced once the situation de-escalates.



Joint naval exercises with allies are also key, coordination with the militaries of likeminded nations allows us to further solidify an anti-China allied fighting force resistant
to further aggression and increases our influence in the region by allowing us additional
resources to achieve our common goals.
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Naval equipment should also be standardised as much as possible as any material lost
in a large-scale war with China should be replaceable with no additional training
required of personnel

Pro:


Show of force would deter future attacks.



Presenting a united front to China increases the democratic world’s leverage in any
future power struggles in the Asia-Pacific, hence strengthening Australia’s position.



The standardisation of equipment makes any loss of material in future conflicts
replaceable with the help of allies without additional training of forces.

Con:


A provoked China could grow in aggression and continue to lash out, escalating the
situation beyond manageable for regional players alone, here support from the United
States would be necessary for success.

Operation Ching Shih
De-escalation with China via Treaty


Attempt to find a compromise with China in the South China Sea to resolve the longterm territorial issues there.



Include other claimants in the region including Malaysia, Vietnam, and the Philippines.



If an acceptable compromise (such as an agreement that shares the region or fairly or
keeps it entirely free) cannot be reached, then these diplomatic efforts should evolve
into an appeal for international arbitration.

Pro:


This would go a long way to work together with China to deescalate the situation,
similar agreements (especially with UN backing) have been successful in the past in
other parts of the world.

Con:


China might feel uncomfortable to establish any kind of compromised territorial
situation so close to its border, for instance any kind of demilitarised zone so close to
its mainland would likely be unpalatable to Beijing whilst territorial compromise would
break with Xi Jinping’s One China policy.
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Recommendation
Option 1: Operation Three Musketeers, this would increase military relations with Indo-Pacific
neighbours in reaction to growing Chinese aggression to present a united front. Also, pressure
China into backing away as a group of China trading nations politically opposed with Beijing
presents not just a military threat (especially with the US involved) but also a political threat
with neighbours prepared for at least small clashes in the South China Sea.

Implementation
1. Navy should prepare to provide future escorts for Australian vessels until conditions in
the region return to safe levels of Chinese aggression.
2. Call together key allies and regional participants for joint maritime exercises.
3. Seek to standardise military equipment long term amongst allies and cooperating
participants in maritime security activities (including many ASEAN countries and
Western allies).
4. Establish a framework for future commitment to joint counter piracy operations.

Ministry of Trade

Sara Cheraga and Anne Debié
To: PM Scott Morrison
From: Australian Department of Trade
RE: Recommendation for promoting Australian interests
Date: 09/03/22
Issue: Safeguarding Australia’s commercial and security interests in the South China Sea.
Interests: Vital: Increasing the security of commercial operations and increasing the freedom
of navigation in the South China Sea. | Extremely Important: Deepening Australia’s multilateral
relationships with regional partners that are opposed to China’s claims over the South China
Sea | Very Important: Lessening Australia’s trade dependency and increasing its bargaining
power over China by diversifying its trading partners | Important: Ensuring the capacity
building of Australia’s naval and military capabilities to promote the safety of its territorial
waters and exclusive economic zone (EEZ) from potential security threats.
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Strategic analysis
In recent years, the South China Sea (SCS) disputes have entered a dangerous new phase. The
SCS is increasingly prone to fights between fishermen, coast guards, and, on rare occasions,
naval assets in the region. More so, China’s claims over parts of the SCS have increased fear
over the freedom of commercial operations in the region. In light of this insecurity, there is an
increased perception of risk to vessels and ships navigating in the region. China’s expansionist
claims are also directly threatening Australia's vision of a ‘rules-based’ order in the Indo-Pacific
and is consequently escalating tensions between the two countries. Key Australia’s commercial
and security interests are thus being tested in the SCS and active steps are needed to safeguard
them.

Short-term action
 Australia needs to engage in diplomatic efforts to deepen its cooperation with regional
actors such as Indonesia, Brunei, the Philippines, Malaysia, Singapore and Vietnam,
who disapprove of China's aggressive stance in the SCS.
 Australia could deepen its maritime alliance with Western Allies such as the United
States and France to continue deploying patrol operations as well as Freedom of
Navigation operations in the SCS.
 Australia should petition international organizations such as the United Nations to
further enforce the UN Convention for the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) in order to further
delegitimize China’s claims.
 Australia should further prioritize the creation of the Australia-India Comprehensive
Economic Cooperation Agreement (AI-CECA) in its foreign policy agenda.
 Australia should keep securing its own coast-line by pushing forward the construction
of its new submarine base on the east coast of the country. This will enable Australia to
build its capacity and reaffirm its intent to mitigate security threats in the SCS.

Strategic options
Promoting Australia’s Maritime Security and Freedom of Navigation in the SCS
Australia will need to increase maritime safety and freedom of navigation in the SCS to
safeguard its security interests in the region. Due to rising tensions between Australia and
China, the shipping corridor in the SCS is likely to become an important choke-point and it is
necessary for Australian and foreign vessels transiting in the SCS to acquire the necessary
equipment and technology to ward off potential communication jammings (such as AIS
interference or GPS spoofing). Beyond cyber-security, Australia should further reaffirm its
commitment to the freedom of navigation in the SCS by deploying joint Franco-American navy
patrols and freedom of navigation in the SCS. Additionally, Australia could also take active
steps to securitize its own EEZ and TTW such as deploying unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs)
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to assess security threats and push forward the development of its nuclear-powered submarines
through the AUKUS deal and the deployment.
Pro:


Enable Australia to develop new and improved naval and security capabilities to defend
and secure its assets within or near the SCS.



Deepen ties with important regional partners as well as international defense partners
such as the United States and the United Kingdom.



Deterrent for China to target Australian shipping assets in the SCS.



Effectively reaffirm Australia’s deep-rooted commitment to improving trade and
regional maritime security in the region.

Con:


Unlikely to change China’s claims in the SCS. This policy is unlikely to lead China to
change its grand strategy in the region.



This recommendation has the potential to further alienate China and lead to
repercussions beyond the security field (e.g. increase in taxes on Australian goods).



Bind Australia’s policies with that of the United States and make it more vulnerable to
American pressures to align with its strategy in the Indo-Pacific. This would
communicate Australia’s role as America’s intermediary in the region which may
further alienate China.

Leveraging Australia’s diplomatic arsenal to delegitimize China’s territorial claims in
the SCS and strengthen its ties with regional and international partners
China’s ambitions in the South Sea region is a potential threat to the safety of commercial
operations and Australia needs to leverage its diplomatic tools in order to form and strengthen
regional and international alliances with countries that are also contesting China’s territorial
claims. To do so, Australia should create more forums to discuss possible joint responses with
regional partners such as Vietnam and Indonesia in regards to Beijing’s growing
assertiveness.Additionally, Australia should push forward its grievances in International
Organizations, notably in the World Trade Organization (WTO) over its current lawsuit over
Chinese taxes on Australian wine, but also in the United Nations to cement the implementation
of the UN Convention for the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) in the SCS.
Pro:


Less aggressive, reducing the risk of Chinese retaliation and potential increasing in
China’s hostility towards Australia.



Delegitimize China’s claims in the South Sea region in the eyes of the international
community. Pushing Australia’s claims to IOs could help corner China.
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Conveys Australia’s commitment to engaging in multilateral agreements and diplomacy
to resolve security threats.



Opens the door for future capacity-building in the realm of defense and security between
important regional actors and Australia.

Con:


No guarantee that increasing partnerships with regional actors will enable Australia to
increase the security of trade flows in the South Sea region.



Unlikely that a better implementation of the UNCLOS will deter China’s expansionist
goals in the South China Sea.



Unlikely to lead to significant changes in Australian-Chinese relations.



Might not communicate Australia’s resolve to actively promote trade security in the
SCS.



The lack of robust military/naval action is insufficient to respond to US’s expectations
of Australia as a strong actor in the region to curb China’s influence.

Decreasing Australia’s economic dependency on China to stabilize its economy and
increase its bargaining power
China has become Australia's largest trading partner, accounting for nearly one-third of its
exports and one-fifth of its imports which has left Australia’s economy vulnerable to negative
external shocks to China’s economy wherein a slowdown of 5% in the Chinese growth would
see Australia lose 2.5% growth over a three-year period. Australia should seek to diversify its
trading partners and should push forward the creation of the Australia-India Comprehensive
Economic Coopération Agreement (AI-CECA) to build closer economic ties and strengthen its
coal exports with India. Notably, considering that Australia is heavily dependent on
telecommunication equipment, IT products, furniture and homeware from China, it should look
towards other partners such as South Korea or Vietnam for access to such goods. If Australia
can diversify its trading partners and stabilize its economy, it will enable it to sustain its current
defense spending and increase its capacity to defend its interests in the region.
Pro:


Lessening Australia’s reliance on Chinese goods would enable it to deconstruct its
image as a ‘soft target’ for China. Enables Australia to increase its negotiation power
and leverage over China beyond the realm of trade.



Diversifying the receiver of Australian exports would also promote a more stable
economy that is less likely to suffer due to external shocks to China’s economy. A more
stable economy will enable Australia to sustain its current spending, notably in the realm
of security.
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Australia’s dependency on China and stabilizing its economy will be crucial to secure
public opinion ahead of the upcoming elections.

Con:


Redirecting Australia’s exports towards new partners is a highly complex, difficult and
time-consuming process.



Alternative trading partners to China may not provide the same economic benefits and
may risk damaging Australia’s own economy.



Likely to alienate China and lead to an increase of sanctions on Australian goods.



Unlikely to increase the security of the SCS and Australian trade flows in the region.

Recommendation
Option 1: Promoting Australia’s Maritime Security and Freedom of Navigation in the SCS is
the most convincing course of action for Australia’s foreign policy. Although diplomatic and
economic efforts should also be pursued, it is time for Australia to deepen its military
capabilities and showcase its role as an important player in the SCS. This is a strong way of
reaffirming Australia’s commitment to promoting and ensuring the security of its trade and
security interests in the region in the face of Chinese threats.
This recommendation is not without its drawbacks and has the potential to alienate China and
lead to an increase in taxes on Australian goods. Nevertheless, capacity building will have longterm benefits for Australia to safeguard its interests. Additionally, having a more robust foreign
policy stance may start to change the regional perception of Australia as a ‘soft target’ for China.
All in all, in light of China’s increasingly aggressive foreign policies, Australia should look to
implement the recommendation outlined above.

Implementation
1. Equip Australian navy and commercial vessels with improved technology to repel
communication jammings such as AIS interference or GPS spoofing in the SCS.
2. Launch maritime patrol operations with regional partners such as Indonesia, Brunei, the
Philippines, Malaysia, Singapore and Vietnam to safeguard freedom of navigation in
the SCS.
3. Create new diplomatic forums and communication channels with regional partners that
are opposed to China’s expansionist strategy. In light of the COVID-19 pandemic,
Australia can look to increase its digital diplomacy efforts.
4. Australia can further pursue its lawsuit within the WTO regarding China’s unfair tariffs
on its wine.
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5. Australia should accelerate the building process for its new submarine base located on
the east coast of the country.
6. Australia should seek to further cement its economic and trading relations with India to
further secure its economy.
7. Australia should look to launch more of its police patrol boats in its EEZ to ensure the
safety of its maritime corridors for commercial operations 
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